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Total area 12 475 sqm

Pushkin, Saint Petersburg,

Intersection of Moskovsky lane

and Sofiysky boulevard



The town of Pushkin has attracted upper-class guests ever since the mid 
eighteenth century.  Pushkin is now evolving from an attractive tourist destination 
into a prime residential area.  

This small city is an important venue for official meetings and diplomatic 
negotiations.  It is also considered to be among the most important Carnival 

cities in the world along with Venice, Nantes, etc.

Because of its magnificent palace and park ensemble, Pushkin is often called 
the Russian Versailles.  There are also five other large parks within the city limits.  
Because of the extensive green areas, the city seems to be one enormous park 

when viewed from the air.

Pushkin is a very convenient place to stay.  There is well-developed and 
affordable infrastructure, including supermarkets, cafes, restaurants, recreation 
areas, sports clubs and all necessary public services.

Pushkin is one of the most developed small cities in Russia.

(812) 635 6400

Land area Pushkin

For development of an apart-hotel12,475 sqm



Location advantages

Unique location

in the heart of the 

museum-city

Location in the historical center of 

Pushkin:

– intersection of Moskovsky lane and 

Sofiysky boulevard;

– middle of the park ;

– within walking distance are picturesque 

ponds.

15 minutes by car from Pulkovo airport.

20 minutes by car from Saint Petersburg.

Near the railway stations  «Detskoe selo» и 

«21 kilometer».

Good environmental conditions

- an near of parks, lack of heavy industry, 

heavy transport, lack of noise.

(812)635-64-00
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Object



Possibility to build an apart-hotel with 100 

rooms

Various options for investment (812)635-64-00

Land plot Pushkin
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Summary

Land plot area:

12 475 sqm

Legal status:

Lease contract for survey works

Current situation:

Site planning is being approved in the 

Committee of Architecture and Urban 

Planning.

Conclusion of a 3 years lease contract  for  

designing and construction is expected by 

the 2-nd quarter of 2011.

Zoning:

For apart-hotel

ha

Initial investment volume $5 000 000



Land plot Pushkin
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+7 (812)635-64-00

Number of buildings:

6 buildings

High of buildings:
3 floors

Global buildings area (GBA):

10 900 sqm

Area for sale:

6 682 sqm

Number of apartments:

71 apartments

NPV:

2 415 100$

IRR:

54,4%
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Contact information

For further information please contact: 

Olga Ponomareva
tel. (812)635-64-00, ext. 122

mobile +7(921)9197189

e-mail: olga.ponomareva@startdevelop.com

Elena Pestrikova,

tel. (812)635-64-00, ext. 126

mobile. +7(921)5774266

e-mail: elena.pestrikova@startdevelop.com

JSC “START Development”

Saint Petersburg, Russia,

20-A Aptekarskaya emb.

Office Center “Avenue”
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